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Graphic Design Theory
A comprehensive guide to graphic design
and print.
This very popular design book has been
wholly revised and expanded to feature
a new dimension of inspiring and
counterintuitive ideas to thinking
about graphic design relationships. The
Elements of Graphic Design, Second
Edition is now in full color in a
larger, 8 x 10-inch trim size, and
contains 40 percent more content and
over 750 images to enhance and better
clarify the concepts in this thoughtprovoking resource. The second edition
also includes a new section on Web
design; new discussions of modularity,
framing, motion and time, rules of
randomness, and numerous quotes
supported by images and biographies.
This pioneering work provides
designers, art directors, and
students--regardless of
experience--with a unique approach to
successful design. Veteran designer and
educator Alex. W. White has assembled a
wealth of information and examples in
his exploration of what makes visual
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design stunning and easy to read.
Readers will discover White's four
elements of graphic design, including
how to: define and reveal dominant
images, words, and concepts; use scale,
color, and position to guide the viewer
through levels of importance; employ
white space as a significant component
of design and not merely as background;
and use display and text type for
maximum comprehension and value to the
reader. Offering a new way to think
about and use the four design elements,
this book is certain to inspire better
design. Allworth Press, an imprint of
Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad
range of books on the visual and
performing arts, with emphasis on the
business of art. Our titles cover
subjects such as graphic design,
theater, branding, fine art,
photography, interior design, writing,
acting, film, how to start careers,
business and legal forms, business
practices, and more. While we don't
aspire to publish a New York Times
bestseller or a national bestseller, we
are deeply committed to quality books
that help creative professionals
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succeed and thrive. We often publish in
areas overlooked by other publishers
and welcome the author whose expertise
can help our audience of readers.
Here is a complete, comprehensive
drawing reference for design students
and professionals alike who want to
implement drawing as a professional
tool. In Drawing for Graphic Design,
Timothy Samara empowers readers to add
drawing to their design vocabulary,
featuring case studies of commercial
projects from start to finish along
with a showcase of real-world projects
that integrate drawing as an intrinsic
part of their visual communication.
Filled with original author drawings
and sketches, it’s a must-have
reference that will benefit designers
of all levels.
An understanding of
psychology—specifically the psychology
behind how users behave and interact
with digital interfaces—is perhaps the
single most valuable nondesign skill a
designer can have. The most elegant
design can fail if it forces users to
conform to the design rather than
working within the "blueprint" of how
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humans perceive and process the world
around them. This practical guide
explains how you can apply key
principles in psychology to build
products and experiences that are more
intuitive and human-centered. Author
Jon Yablonski deconstructs familiar
apps and experiences to provide clear
examples of how UX designers can build
experiences that adapt to how users
perceive and process digital
interfaces. You’ll learn: How
aesthetically pleasing design creates
positive responses The principles from
psychology most useful for designers
How these psychology principles relate
to UX heuristics Predictive models
including Fitts’s law, Jakob’s law, and
Hick’s law Ethical implications of
using psychology in design A framework
for applying these principles
Visual Communication: From Theory to
Practice
Graphic Design, Referenced
Introduction to Graphic Design
Methodologies and Processes
Graphic Design Discourse
A Visual Communication Manual for
Graphic Designers
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Graphic Design
Drawing for Graphic Design
"Theory of Type Design by internationally renowned type
designer Gerard Unger is the first comprehensive theory of
typeface design. This volume consists of 24 concise chapters,
each clearly describing a different aspect of type design, from
the influence of language to today’s digital developments,
from how our eyes and brain process letterforms to their
power of expression. This splendid book includes more than
200 illustrations and practical examples that illuminate the
theoretical material. The terminology is succinctly explained in
the volume’s extensive glossary. The theory is internationally
orientated and relevant for typography courses, professionals
and those with a general interest in text and reading all over
the world." --Publisher description.
Big Data, Big Design provides designers with the tools they
need to harness the potential of machine learning and put it
to use for good through thoughtful, human-centered,
intentional design. Enter the world of Machine Learning (ML)
and Artificial Intelligence (AI) through a design lens in this
thoughtful handbook of practical skills, technical knowledge,
interviews, essays, and theory, written specifically for
designers. Gain an understanding of the design opportunities
and design biases that arise when using predictive
algorithms. Learn how to place design principles and cultural
context at the heart of AI and ML through real-life case
studies and examples. This portable, accessible guide will
give beginners and more advanced AI and ML users the
confidence to make reasoned, thoughtful decisions when
implementing ML design solutions.
Presents diverse, international, in-depth case studies. While
there are many books showcasing graphic design work, few
present in-depth projects, exploring concept, designerÆs
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strategy, visual problem-solving, and specifics, illustrating the
concrete use of design principles to achieve intended
communication goals. As a result, readers are often left with
only a surface understanding of how a project might have
evolved or how the visual aspects of its design are brought
together to convey its intended message. The case studies in
Design Evolution comprehensively demonstrate the realworld application of visual principles discussed in a more
formal, educational context. Readers will understand how the
principles for image, layout, type, and color explored in
volume 1, Design Elements, work in combination, to execute
the overall solutions showcased in this volume. The depth
and range of content presented in these case studies
distinguishes this book from all others in the design showcase
genre -- offering readers a chance to not only be inspired by
the quality and innovation of showcased projects, but to
understand how they were realized.
In an age of globalization and connectivity, the idea of
"mainstream culture" has become quaint. Websites,
magazines, books, and television have all honed in on everdiversifying subcultures, hoping to carve out niche audiences
that grow savvier and more narrowly sliced by the day.
Consequently,the discipline of graphic design has undergone
a sea change. Where visual communication was once
informed by a designer's creative intuition, the proliferation of
specialized audiences now calls for more research-based
design processes. Designers who ignore research run the risk
of becoming mere tools for communication rather than bold
voices. Design Studies, a collection of 27 essays from an
international cast of top design researchers, sets out to mend
this schism between research and practice. The texts
presented here make a strong argument for performing
rigorous experimentation and analysis. Each author outlines
methods in which research has aided their designwhether by
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investigating how senior citizensreact to design aesthetics,
how hip hop culture can in?uence design, or how design for
Third World nations is affected by cultural differences.
Contributors also outline inspired ways in which design
educators can teach research methods to their students.
Finally, Design Studies is rounded out by ?ve annotated
bibliographies to further aid designers in their research. This
comprehensive reader is the de?nitive reference for this new
direction in graphic design, and an essential resource for both
students and practitioners.
Design Evolution
The Principles and Practice of Graphic Design
Theory of Type Design
The Non-designer's Design Book
Critical Perspectives and Professional Practice
Laws of UX
The Theory and Practice of Motion Design

Do you need to design things, but have no
background in graphic design theory? Would
you like to learn the main graphic design
principles and create visuals that effectively
communicate your message? If you lack a
degree in art but need to make social media
posts and ads, business cards, flyers,
brochures, or any other visuals, buy this book
and read it. It won't substitute studying in a
design school but will give you a vocabulary
of the basic design and composition
principles, color theory, and typography. This
book will serve as your starting point if you
want to create eye-catching visuals and never
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again make amateur mistakes. Read the book
"Graphic Design for Beginners" and you will
learn how to: use the main principles of
professionally-looking designs create a
composition and use visual weight, balance,
and flow to emphasize your message
recognize the difference between the optical
and geographic center and why the first one
is important use the science behind the good
looking color schemes combine typefaces and
use contrast in a sophisticated way use more
than 20 FREE resources and tools for
creating your designs In short, after reading
this book you will know how to apply the
same graphic design principles every
professional designer knows and uses.
Recommended especially for non-designers
this book will change the way you look at
graphic designs around you. Get it now!
An entertaining and highly original
introduction to graphic design, this
beautifully designed book uses puzzles and
visual challenges to demonstrate how
typography, signage, posters, and branding
work. Through a series of games and
activities, including spot the difference,
matching games, drawing, and dot-to-dot,
readers are introduced to concepts and
techniques in an engaging and interactive
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way. Further explanation and information is
provided by solution pages and a glossary,
and a loose-leaf section contains stickers, diecut templates, and colored paper to help
readers complete the activities. Illustrated
with typefaces, posters, and pictograms by
distinguished designers including Otl Aicher,
Pierre Di Sciullo, Otto Neurath and Gerd
Arntz, the book will be enjoyed both by
graphic designers, and anyone interested in
finding out more about visual communication.
If the aim of graphic design is to
communicate meaning clearly, there's an
irony that the field itself has struggled
between two contradictory opposites: rote
design resulting from a rigorous, fixed set of
rules, and eccentric design that expresses the
hand of the artist but fails to communicate
with its audience. But what if designers
focused on process and critical analysis over
visual outcome? Through a carefully selected
collection of more than seventy-five seminal
texts spanning centuries and bridging the
disciplines of art, architecture, design
history, philosophy, and cultural theory,
Graphic Design Discourse: Evolving Theories,
Ideologies, and Processes of Visual
Communication establishes a new paradigm
for graphic design methodologies for the
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twenty-first century. This illuminating
anthology is essential reading for practicing
designers, educators, and students trying to
understand how to design in a singular,
expressive way without forgoing clear and
concise visual communication.
Design Fundamentals: Notes on Type looks
like a design student's sketchbook with
handwritten notes and full-color, hand-drawn
illustrations. But it's more than that. This
gorgeously illustrated “notebook” is a fullblown typography course in disguise. Young
designers are lured in by the lush graphics
and quirky layout only to discover by the end
of the book that they've learned all of the key
concepts taught in a foundational course on
type. They'll learn about the history of
letterforms, the anatomy and physiology of
type, the basics of measurements and
spacing, how to recognize and choose type
for design projects, and more. Fun and fastpaced, this creative notebook isn't required
reading, it's desired reading; and it's the
third in a series of Design Fundamentals
books that students will want to keep and
enjoy long after they've mastered these basic
building blocks of design. This book includes:
• Core instruction on the history, anatomy,
and structure of type • Direction on the
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basics of measurement and spacing: leading,
kerning, indents, and line lengths both in text
and display sizes, and optical measurement
considerations. • Examination of the use,
mood, and “voice” of type as seen in creative
work and professional examples • Exercises
and projects for practice and concept
development • Strange and delightful
illustrations created specifically for this book
(to inspire action) • A companion website
stocked with additional projects, a
bibliography, glossary, and links to additional
visual examples.
A Visual Guide to the Language, Applications,
and History of Graphic Design
Logo Design Love
Structuring Design
Color Design Workbook
An Illustrated Handbook for Understanding
Fundamental Design Principles
Graphic Design Theory
A Semiotic Theory for Graphic Design

Digital Design Theory bridges the gap between the discourse
of print design and interactive experience by examining the
impact of computation on the field of design. As graphic
design moves from the creation of closed, static objects to the
development of open, interactive frameworks, designers seek
to understand their own rapidly shifting profession. Helen
Armstrong's carefully curated introduction to groundbreaking
primary texts, from the 1960s to the present, provides the
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background necessary for an understanding of digital design
vocabulary and thought. Accessible essays from designers
and programmers are by influential figures such as Ladislav
Sutnar, Bruno Munari, Wim Crouwel, Sol LeWitt, Muriel
Cooper, Zuzana Licko, Rudy VanderLans, John Maeda,
Paola Antonelli, Luna Maurer, and Keetra Dean Dixon. Their
topics range from graphic design's fascination with
programmatic design, to early strivings for an authentic digital
aesthetic, to the move from object-based design and to
experience-based design. Accompanying commentary
assesses the relevance of each excerpt to the working and
intellectual life of designers.
Originally published: London: Laurence King Pub., 2006.
Enhance learners' interest and understanding with visual
designfor instructional and information products No matter
what medium you use to deliver content, if the visualdesign
fails, the experience falls flat. Meaningful graphics and
acompelling visual design supercharge instruction, training,
andpresentations, but this isn't easy to accomplish. Now you
canconquer your design fears and knowledge gaps with
Visual DesignSolutions: a resource for learning professionals
seeking toraise the bar on their graphics and visual design
skills. Thisinformal and friendly book guides you through the
process andprinciples used by professional graphic
designers. It also presentscreative solutions and examples
that you can start using rightaway. Anyone who envisions,
designs, or creates instructional orinformational graphics will
benefit from the design strategies laidout in this
comprehensive resource. Written by Connie Malamed, an art
educator and instructionaldesigner, this book will help you tap
into your creativity, designwith intention, and produce
polished work. Whereas most graphicdesign books focus on
logos, packaging, and brochures, VisualDesign Solutions
focuses on eLearning, presentations, andperformance
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support. Visual Design Solutions includespractical guidelines
for making smart design choices, ways tocreate professionallooking products, and principles for successfulgraphics that
facilitate learning. Ideal for instructionaldesigners, trainers,
presenters, and professors who want to advancefrom
haphazard to intentional design, this book will help
themrealize their design potential. Gain the knowledge and
confidence to design impressive,effective visuals for learning
Increase learner comprehension and retention with
visualstrategies offered by an expert author Serves as a
reference and a resource, with a wealth of examplesfor
inspiration and ideas Addresses an intimidating topic in an
informal, friendlystyle In four parts, the book provides a
thorough overview of thedesign process and design concepts;
explores space, image, andtypography; and presents
workable solutions for your mostpersistent and puzzling
design problems. Get started and begincreating captivating
graphics for your learners.
An accessible primer on how to create effective graphics from
data This book provides students and researchers a handson introduction to the principles and practice of data
visualization. It explains what makes some graphs succeed
while others fail, how to make high-quality figures from data
using powerful and reproducible methods, and how to think
about data visualization in an honest and effective way. Data
Visualization builds the reader’s expertise in ggplot2, a
versatile visualization library for the R programming language.
Through a series of worked examples, this accessible primer
then demonstrates how to create plots piece by piece,
beginning with summaries of single variables and moving on
to more complex graphics. Topics include plotting continuous
and categorical variables; layering information on graphics;
producing effective “small multiple” plots; grouping,
summarizing, and transforming data for plotting; creating
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maps; working with the output of statistical models; and
refining plots to make them more comprehensible. Effective
graphics are essential to communicating ideas and a great
way to better understand data. This book provides the
practical skills students and practitioners need to visualize
quantitative data and get the most out of their research
findings. Provides hands-on instruction using R and ggplot2
Shows how the “tidyverse” of data analysis tools makes
working with R easier and more consistent Includes a library
of data sets, code, and functions
Picture This
Why Designers Should Care about Artificial Intelligence
Design Studies
An Exploration of Visual Thinking
Theory and Research in Graphic Design
Philosophy, Approaches and Empirical Explorations
Interactive Design Theory

This collection offers an expansive,
multiplatform exploration of the rapidlyexpanding area of motion design and motion
graphics, taking into account both
theoretical questions and creative
professional practice. Spanning
interaction design, product interfaces,
kinetic data visualizations, typography,
TV and film title design, brand building,
narrative storytelling, history, exhibits
and environments, editors R. Brian Stone
and Leah Wahlin offer an interdisciplinary
range of academic essays and professional
interviews that together form a dialogue
between motion design theory and
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professional practice. Written for both
those critically engaged with motion
design as well as those working or
aspiring to work professionally in the
field, the book features a range of
international contributors and interviews
with some of the best-known designers in
the field, including Kyle Cooper, Karin
Fong, and Daniel Alenquer. The Theory and
Practice of Motion Design seeks to
illuminate the diverse, interdisciplinary
field of motion design by offering a
structured examination of how motion
design has evolved, what forces define our
current understanding and implementation
of motion design, and how we can plan for
and imagine the future of motion design as
it unfolds.
Why attractive things work better and
other crucial insights into human-centered
design Emotions are inseparable from how
we humans think, choose, and act. In
Emotional Design, cognitive scientist Don
Norman shows how the principles of human
psychology apply to the invention and
design of new technologies and products.
In The Design of Everyday Things, Norman
made the definitive case for humancentered design, showing that good design
demanded that the user's must take
precedence over a designer's aesthetic if
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anything, from light switches to
airplanes, was going to work as the user
needed. In this book, he takes his
thinking several steps farther, showing
that successful design must incorporate
not just what users need, but must address
our minds by attending to our visceral
reactions, to our behavioral choices, and
to the stories we want the things in our
lives to tell others about ourselves. Good
human-centered design isn't just about
making effective tools that are
straightforward to use; it's about making
affective tools that mesh well with our
emotions and help us express our
identities and support our social lives.
From roller coasters to robots, sports
cars to smart phones, attractive things
work better. Whether designer or consumer,
user or inventor, this book is the
definitive guide to making Norman's
insights work for you.
There are a lot of books out there that
show collections of logos. But David
Airey’s “Logo Design Love” is something
different: it’s a guide for designers (and
clients) who want to understand what this
mysterious business is all about. Written
in reader-friendly, concise language, with
a minimum of designer jargon, Airey gives
a surprisingly clear explanation of the
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process, using a wide assortment of reallife examples to support his points.
Anyone involved in creating visual
identities, or wanting to learn how to go
about it, will find this book invaluable.
- Tom Geismar, Chermayeff & Geismar In
Logo Design Love, Irish graphic designer
David Airey brings the best parts of his
wildly popular blog of the same name to
the printed page. Just as in the blog,
David fills each page of this simple,
modern-looking book with gorgeous logos
and real world anecdotes that illustrate
best practices for designing brand
identity systems that last. David not only
shares his experiences working with
clients, including sketches and final
results of his successful designs, but
uses the work of many well-known designers
to explain why well-crafted brand identity
systems are important, how to create
iconic logos, and how to best work with
clients to achieve success as a designer.
Contributors include Gerard Huerta, who
designed the logos for Time magazine and
Waldenbooks; Lindon Leader, who created
the current FedEx brand identity system as
well as the CIGNA logo; and many more.
Readers will learn: Why one logo is more
effective than another How to create their
own iconic designs What sets some
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designers above the rest Best practices
for working with clients 25 practical
design tips for creating logos that last
'The Language of Graphic Design' provides
graphic design students and practitioners
with an in-depth understanding of the
fundamental elements and principles of
their language, what they are, why they
are important and how to use them
effectively.
A Guide to Creating Iconic Brand
Identities
Digital Design Theory
Notes on Type
Why We Love (or Hate) Everyday Things
Visual Research: An Introduction to
Research Methodologies in Graphic Design
Readings from the Field
Practice and Theory

Graphic Design School allows students to
develop core competencies while
understanding how these fundamentals
translate into new and evolving media.
With examples from magazines,
websites, books, and mobile devices, the
Fifth Edition provides an overview of the
visual communications profession, with a
new focus on the intersection of design
specialties. A brand-new section on web
and interactivity covers topics such as
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web tools, coding requirements,
information architecture, web design and
layout, mobile device composition, app
design, CMS, designing for social media,
and SEO.
Presents information on the
fundamentals of graphic design and
color theory, providing tips on ways to
talk to clients about color and how to
use color in presentations.
A contemporary reference book on the
principles and laws of visual
communication as an introduction to
practical design.
Visual Communication presents a series
of theoretical essays that explore
themes in graphic design, and work from
a number of designers in response to
these themes.
Data Visualization
Big Data, Big Design
LOGO Theory
Using Psychology to Design Better
Products & Services
A Real World Guide to Using Color in
Graphic Design
FireSigns
Grid Systems in Graphic Design
Newly revised and expanded, this classic
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in book design argues for a non-dogmatic
approach, one open to traditional and
modern, and symmetrical and assymetrical
solutions. Jost Hochuli's work of over 30
years as a book designer is showcased,
along with detailed comments by noted
designer and critic Robin Kinross."As a
designer, Hochuli's main concern is to
work out individual solutions for
individual books. This book is sure to
help anyone who is seeking to develop a
considered attitude toward the design and
production of the book as a codex."
-Fernand Baudin, Logos
Graphic Design: Learn It, Do It is
introduction to the fundamentals of
graphic design and the Adobe Creative
Cloud applications used to put these
concepts into practice. This book is
intended for production-oriented
audiences, those interested in the what,
why and how of graphic design. The "what"
is effective graphic design, a visual
solution created using the design
principles that stands out in a crowded
marketplace. This discussion includes
color theory, typography and page layout.
Focus on the "why" of design begins with
the reasons why we communicate. Attention
is paid to the purpose of the visual
solution and to its audiences. The
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conversation highlights output options
(print vs. onscreen) and their related
file properties. The "how" of design
addresses the stages of production and use
of Adobe Photoshop CC, Illustrator CC and
InDesign CC to translate an idea into a
visual solution. Following an overview of
each application and its uses, step-bystep exercises are provided to foster
familiarity with each application’s
workspace and its tools. These exercises
provide opportunities to implement the
design principles and to produce examples
of work for a design portfolio. Key
Features: Content based on over a decade’s
worth of experience teaching graphic
design Contemporary examples and online
references Guided exercises for working in
the Adobe Creative Cloud applications,
Photoshop CC, Illustrator CC and InDesign
CC Accompanying exercise files and
supporting materials available for
download from the book’s companion website
Discussion questions and activities
included at the end of chapters to expand
the presented topics
A lot has happened in the world of digital
design since the first edition of this
title was published, but one thing remains
true: There is an ever-growing number of
people attempting to design everything
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from newsletters to advertisements with no
formal training. This book is the one
place they can turn to find quick, nonintimidating, excellent design help from
trusted design instructor Robin Williams.
This revised and expanded classic includes
a new chapter on designing with type, more
quizzes and exercises, updated projects,
and new visual and typographic examples
that give the book a fresh, modern look.
In The Non-Designer's Design Book, 4th
Edition, Robin turns her attention to the
basic principles that govern good design.
Perfect for beginners, Robin boils great
design into four easy-to-master
principles: contrast, repetition,
alignment, and proximity (C.R.A.P.!).
Readers who follow her clearly explained
concepts will produce more sophisticated
and professional work immediately. Humorinfused, jargon-free prose interspersed
with design exercises, quizzes, and
illustrations make learning a snap–which
is just what audiences have come to expect
from this bestselling author.
Within every picture is a hidden language
that conveys a message, whether it is
intended or not. This language is based on
the ways people perceive and process
visual information. By understanding
visual language as the interface between a
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graphic and a viewer, designers and
illustrators can learn to inform with
accuracy and power. In a time of
unprecedented competition for audience
attention and with an increasing demand
for complex graphics, Visual Language for
Designers explains how to achieve quick
and effective communications. New in
paperback, this book presents ways to
design for the strengths of our innate
mental capacities and to compensate for
our cognitive limitations. Visual Language
for Designers includes: —How to organize
graphics for quick perception —How to
direct the eyes to essential information
—How to use visual shorthand for efficient
communication —How to make abstract ideas
concrete —How to best express visual
complexity —How to charge a graphic with
energy and emotion
Graphic Design School
A Practical Introduction
Designing Books
The Origins and Growth of an International
Style, 1920-1965
Graphic Grids in Theory and Practice
Swiss Graphic Design
Understanding Conceptual Principles and
Practical Techniques to Create Unique,
Effective Design Solu
A concise, visually based introduction to graphic
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designmethodologies Graphic design has emerged
as a discipline complete with a bodyof scholarly
literature devoted to its underlying
theory.Introduction to Graphic Design
Methodologies and Processescontributes to this
expanding discourse by illustrating the valueof
qualitative and quantitative methodologies in
guiding conceptualdevelopment in ways beyond
those based on taste, style, andpersonal preference.
Introduction to Graphic DesignMethodologies and
Processes: Introduces a range of practical
methodologies pertinent to theinterpreting,
targeting, and creating of forms and messages
Furthers the ability of designers by showing them
how to designcreatively, collaboratively, and
strategically, and as a result,helps them move from
form-makers to cultural participants—atransformative
trend for design professionals Includes case studies
with questions and answers contributed bya diverse
group, including Second Story and Sol Sender As
professional designers play more strategic roles, the
needfor material on design methodologies is
growing. This concise,visually based introduction to
the topic is the designer'sdefinitive resource for
defining their purpose, and producing workthat is
original, appropriate, responsible—and inspiring.
While investigations into both theories and models
has remained a major strand of engineering design
research, current literature sorely lacks a reference
book that provides a comprehensive and up-to-date
anthology of theories and models, and their
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philosophical and empirical underpinnings; An
Anthology of Theories and Models of Design fills this
gap. The text collects the expert views of an
international authorship, covering: · significant
theories in engineering design, including CK theory,
domain theory, and the theory of technical systems;
· current models of design, from a function behavior
structure model to an integrated model; · important
empirical research findings from studies into design;
and · philosophical underpinnings of design itself.
For educators and researchers in engineering
design, An Anthology of Theories and Models of
Design gives access to in-depth coverage of
theoretical and empirical developments in this area;
for practitioners, the book will provide exposure to
theoretical and empirical foundations to methods
and tools that are currently practiced as well as
those in the process of development.
Graphic Design Theory is organized in three
sections: "Creating the Field" traces the evolution of
graphic design over the course of the early 1900s,
including influential avant-garde ideas of futurism,
constructivism, and the Bauhaus; "Building on
Success" covers the mid- to late twentieth century
and considers the International Style, modernism,
and postmodernism; and "Mapping the Future"
opens at the end of the last century and includes
current discussions on legibility, social
responsibility, and new media. Striking color images
illustrate each of the movements discussed and
demonstrate the ongoing relationship between
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theory and practice. A brief commentary prefaces
each text, providing a cultural and historical
framework through which the work can be evaluated.
Authors include such influential designers as
Herbert Bayer, L'szlo Moholy-Nagy, Karl Gerstner,
Katherine McCoy, Michael Rock, Lev Manovich, Ellen
Lupton, and Lorraine Wild. Additional features
include a timeline, glossary, and bibliography for
further reading. A must-have survey for graduate
and undergraduate courses in design history,
theory, and contemporary issues, Graphic Design
Theory invites designers and interested readers of
all levels to plunge into the world of design
discourse.
A book that reveals the principles behind enduring
branding design, principles that transcend fad and
fashion.
Occupational Outlook Handbook
Design Fundamentals
Principles for Creating Graphics that People
Understand
The Elements of Graphic Design
Design and Typographic Principles for the Visual
Novice
Visual Language for Designers
The Language of Graphic Design

Semiotics concepts from a design
perspective, offering the foundation for a
coherent theory of graphic design as well as
conceptual tools for practicing designers.
Graphic design hasPage
been
an academic
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discipline since the post-World War II era, but
it has yet to develop a coherent theoretical
foundation. Instead, it proceeds through
styles, genres, and imitation, drawing on
sources that range from the Bauhaus to
deconstructionism. In FireSigns, Steven
Skaggs offers the foundation for a semiotic
theory of graphic design, exploring semiotic
concepts from design and studio art
perspectives and offering useful conceptual
tools for practicing designers. Semiotics is
the study of signs and significations; graphic
design creates visual signs meant to create a
certain effect in the mind (a “FireSign”).
Skaggs provides a network of explicit
concepts and terminology for a practice that
has made implicit use of semiotics without
knowing it. He offers an overview of the
metaphysics of visual perception and the
notion of visual entities, and, drawing on the
pragmatic semiotics of the philosopher
Charles Sanders Peirce, looks at visual
experience as a product of the action of signs.
He introduces three conceptual tools for
analyzing works of graphic design—semantic
profiles, the functional matrix, and the visual
gamut—that allow visual “personality types”
to emerge and enable a greater
understanding of the range of possibilities for
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visual elements. Finally, he applies these
tools to specific analyses of typography.
Graphic Design TheoryReadings from the
FieldChronicle Books
Molly Bang's brilliant, insightful, and
accessible treatise is now revised and
expanded for its 25th anniversary. Bang's
powerful ideas—about how the visual
composition of images works to engage the
emotions, and how the elements of an
artwork can give it the power to tell a
story—remain unparalleled in their simplicity
and genius. Why are diagonals dramatic?
Why are curves calming? Why does red feel
hot and blue feel cold? First published in
1991, Picture This has changed the way
artists, illustrators, reviewers, critics, and
readers look at and understand art.
Visual Research: An Introduction to Research
Methodologies in Graphic Design is a guide
to the practice of researching for graphic
design projects.
How Pictures Work
Evolving Theories, Ideologies, and Processes
of Visual Communication
Emotional Design
How Branding Design Really Works
Graphic Design Play Book
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Fundamental Graphic Design Principles That
Underlie Every Design Project
Technology expands the range of design possibilities in
visual language. The Dynamics of Interaction Design
Theory explores different design principles under the five
core areas of tension, form, story, structure, and
interactivity, and offers a new perspective to learn and
apply the conventional design process with new
influences from motion graphics, narrative theory, and
interaction design. To connect each design theory to its
application, The Dynamics of Interaction Design Theory
includes visual examples from daily life as well as design
samples from different stages of the creative process.
This helps readers visualize the impact of one small
change in a design element to the overall message and
effectiveness of communication. In addition, each
chapter includes exercises to reinforce understanding.
This book provides fundamental knowledge about using
typography and image in visual layout. It takes a
conversational approach to inspire alternative ways of
seeing, understanding, experimenting, and reinventing
the visual vocabulary for real-world projects. It is an
invitation for graphic designers and non-graphic
designers to contemplate the objects we see, feel, and
interact with on a daily basis.
Meredith Davis draws on her many years' experience
teaching graphic design students to explain complex
theories with total clarity, encouraging readers to
evaluate existing design work critically, and to use
theoretical frameworks to enhance their own studio
practice
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Graphic Design for Beginners
Visual Design Solutions
Principles and Creative Inspiration for Learning
Professionals
A Handbook of Basic Design Principles Applied in
Contemporary Design
Understanding Theory and Application
An Anthology of Theories and Models of Design
Learn It, Do It
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